Bayesian Network Decision Support for Multiple Models and Experts
New Methods to Mediate Contested Science for Ecosystem Services
The ocean and coastal waters of the world are critically important to the health and welfare of
much of the world’s population. These areas are also a complex interface of terrestrial, estuarine,
coastal, and human systems that are increasingly facing human development pressures from use
and urbanization (Millenium Ecosystem Assessment 2005). The sea and ocean provide a broad
set of ecosystem services, though the marine environment is often solely viewed as a source of
fishery production (Peterson and Lubchenco 1 997). The implementation plan from the World
Sustainable Development Summit focuses attention on this interface. The plan calls for an
integrated approach to managing these areas to protect communities and the environment
(United Nations 2002).
Problem of Combining Information and Values
The state of practice for CMSP for many governments is still an evolving arena. Several guides
and publications from government agencies and non-governmental organizations have emerged
to provide guidance (Ehler and Douvere 2009). Key to many of these is a call for integrated
resource management, with intensive stakeholder involvement and science guided decision
making (Allison, Lubchenco, and Carr 1 998; Lubchenco 201 0). However, resolving how to
integrate these multiple values remains a challenge in implementation. Ecosystem services
valuation approaches rely on different units of measure to allow for comparisons of tradeoffs.
These include economic and non-economic models. This challenge often forces modelers to
sacrifice the complexity and interconnected human and social nature of ecosystem services,
undermining decision making (Fish 2011 ).
Barriers include conflicting and contested science that decision makers are unsure how to
assemble. Additional barriers include the cognitive ability of participants to address multiple
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dimensions of information at once, and to synthesize it in decisions. Additionally, non-rational
information is often included in decisions, and there are few ways to manages these pieces of
information.
This poster tests a probabilistic model of ecosystem function and process responses to
management. These functions and processes will be mapped to ecosystem services using a
spatially explicit Bayesian decision support system. Bayesian models have been identified as
important tools to bring different types of knowledge and data together to manage natural
resources and to test various management choices (Glendining 201 2; Haines-Young 2011 ; Walton
and Meidinger 2006). There are some concerns in developing these models. Care must be taken
not to overly simplify systems and underestimate feedback loops (Uusitalo, Kuikka, and
Romakkaniemi 2005). The selection of a Bayesian based model is due to a survey of literature on
decision-making and human cognitive abilities. The Bayesian models provide solutions to
addressing complex interconnected problems. The goal of this poster is not to provide a new
modeling tool, but rather a new decision support tool. The model outputs capture what a group
may agree on, as opposed to how the underlying natural phenomenon operates.
Gray whale migration and forage habitat are used in this example. The whales provide an
important year-round and seasonal attraction to Oregon State Parks and stimulate recreation and
tourism spending. The whales are impacted by commercial shipping and fishing (Angliss and Allen
2007). The whales exist at a nexus between several important marine ecosystem services:
recreation, fishing, shipping and now proposed ocean renewable energy development.
Methods
The example provided in this poster is based on three experts providing conflicting information in
a decision making process. Each one is an expert on Gray whales off the Oregon Coast. Each
expert has been tasked with aiding in planning protections for whales as well. For this example,
the hypothetical experts are based on existing literature on Gray whale habitat and migration
patterns. The first expert relies solely on bathymetric contours as the important area for whale
migration protection. The second expert concurs on the depths, but also believes that distance
from shore matters in the choices the whales make in migration. The third expert is focuses not on
migratory whales, but resident whales. This expert focuses on the forage opportunities for whales. Figure 4: Expert Two  Depth and Distance
Forage patterns are based on depth and substrate composition.
Model
For the decision maker, the three experts provide differing opinions that are difficult to reconcile.
This is a classic problem for environmental planning. To resolve the conflict, this poster details the
application of a Bayesian Belief Net to assess, understand and work with conflicting opinions on
environmental information.
Bayesian networks are acyclic conditional probability tools that attempt to replicate logic of
systems and allow for analysis of interdependencies (Korb and Nicholson 2011 ). These nets run
once for each question asked, and produce results measured in probabilities of various outcomes.
The Bayes net for this project combines expert opinion and existing secondary data products
allowing for a combination of qualitative and quantitative data. The Bayesian approach allows for
various logics and understandings of ecological and social phenomenon to be combined. This
example reflects a problem for ecosystem services management, combining contested
information.
The study area is centered on Newport, Oregon. The study area extends north to Depoe Bay,
approximately 22 km, and south to Waldport, approximately 24 km. The study area will also
extends approximately 30 km out to sea from Newport. This study area was selected because it is
centered on a key fishing and industrial port, and also includes many recreational and
conservation priority areas north and south of Newport. The extent out to sea is set large enough
to capture the three-mile state territorial sea defined in law, and the federal ocean area requires
revenue sharing under energy development. This extent provides a diversity of ecological,
economic and social factors to test various scenarios. The analysis was performed with spatial
data at a 1 00m resolution. Using data from the State of Oregon’s Territorial Sea Planning process.
The Bayes belief nets were developed using Norsys’s Netica software package. The nets were
developed after a review of existing literature being used in the planning process (Angliss and
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Allen 2007; Mate 2008; Newell 2009).

Analysis
Figure 1 shows the base case model for the decision analysis. This is a Bayesian belief net and it shows
the information included by each expert to make his or her assessment. The nets generate probabilities
from conditional probability tables that are populated in consultation with the experts themselves. In this
case, as a testing of the concept, the population of the table was done based on estimates provided in the
published literature.
Using ArcGIS 1 0, the data was converted from raster datasets on a 1 00m grid to point estimates. 1 40,000point observations were created for each of the three variables. Netica then processes the net for each
case using the data from GIS to produce expected outcomes and probabilities. Figure 2 shows a sample
case from one point. Using the case processing function, each expert’s opinion is analyzed spatially.
Figures 3 through 5 show the output of these experts opinion. The darker colors indicate areas where the
expert most believes that high value habitat is present.
The immediate consequences of this first analysis are the difference of opinions on the ocean. An
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additional feature of using belief nets is the option to force agreement at the expert level and see how that
propagates to the data. Figure 6 shows a scenario where all the experts are asked to agree on high values,
and the distribution of the attributes is now displayed in the upper data nodes. This distribution suggests a
possible solution set exists. To discover it a new net is developed to assess the experts’ conclusions.
Figure 7 shows an expanded net that now has a new decision node at the bottom. This node incorporates
all possible combinations of expert opinions and connects them with the decision to protect, manage or
lower the priority of an area offshore. The protection decision is based on higher probabilities from all of the
experts that the habitat is important. The management decision suggests some uses or development are
more compatible with Gray whale use. Low priority areas are those that are not expected to be important to
the animals.
Reprocessing the GIS data provides a new spatial representation of agreement. There is a 75% level of
agreement in the best case. This suggests that some more work is needed to reach full agreement, but in
Figure 6: Conditions for Agreement the meantime a higher level of agreement is able to move the decision forward. Figure 8 provides the
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spatial outputs and shows high agreement in green for areas in need of protection.
Conclusions
Ecosystem services face the challenge of reaching acceptance as a valid scientific tool before managers
and decision makers will accept it. It has been observed that the drive to come to a final single model for
ecosystem services has limited progress as it oversimplifies or confuses data users (Daily et al. 2009;
Norgaard 201 0; Vira and Adams 2009). In marine systems ecosystem services provide an opportunity to
resolve conflicts over public goods that have extensive dependencies across communities. Looking for the
underlying functions and processes of ecosystem services is proposed as the most effective path forward
for management choices (Granek et al. 201 0).
Methods to deliberately and rigorously resolve scientific conflict in ecosystem services still need to be
developed. This poster details one proposed method for handling differing expert opinion. Through the
application of Bayesian belief nets (BBN), differing expert opinion on natural systems can be measured and
understood for making decisions. It provides a model that can be transferred to other applications. It also
provides the option of moving ecosystem services decision away from strictly valuation ones and into more
satisficing models of decision-making.
These Bayesian based models allow for values to be managed at the core elements such as ecosystem
functions and processes. The models then allow for analysis of the interaction of differing views and
opinions before reaching complete scenarios. This increases the awareness among participants of how
their understandings influence others, how data changes elements of their views, and how the final
outcome may or may not depend on this information.
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